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Dear delegates and member associations of the WA Olympic Council.
The content of my address this evening appropriately has a focus on the calendar year 2017 and as such reports on the
joint programs and initiatives of the WAOC and CGAWA in the lead up to our major fundraising event for the members
of the Australian Team to the Commonwealth Games recently held on the Gold Coast.
We are now just over 24 months from the Tokyo Olympic Games which commence on the 24th July 2020, and the
imperative for our office is to raise our share of the State Olympic Councils target of $8,000.000 towards the
$20,000,000 cost of sending our Australian Olympic Team to Tokyo.
Once again the Australian Olympic Committee will remain independent of Australian Government funding in sending its
team to Tokyo. and as such the role for our organisation and the public of Western Australia is to ensure funds are raised
to maintain that independence of national government funding, so that Australian athletes may compete and exhibit their
sporting talents in an atmosphere free of any political influence.

FUNDRAISING
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We have just been through the fundraising cycle with our colleagues in the Commonwealth Games Australia WA Division
(ACGAWA) in meeting their fundraising target of $180,000 to send off our Australian Commonwealth Games Team.
The economic climate remains fairly sedate in Western Australia and certainly the businesses that have been the
traditional sources of funds remain conservative in their willingness to embrace and contribute towards our initiatives.
Nevertheless, there is an air of optimism and it is certainly our objective to pursue that vigorously and reach what I believe
is an optimistic and yet achievable and realistic target of $1,000,000 for 2020 which is appropriate given our usual
contribution of nearly 10% of athletes to the Australian Olympic Team.
The funds raised towards the CGAWA national fundraising target enabled our WA athletes and officials to attend the
XXI Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast and it was as usual delivered through the efforts of our Team Appeal
Committee to whom we are greatly indebted.
I am delighted football legend Graham Moss is Chair of our Team Appeal Committee (TAC) and it is with his stewardship
the CGAWA we were able to achieve the team appeal target of $180,000.
The Joint Executive arrangement with the CGAWA which I am proud to Chair, currently sees our fundraising program
occuring in two yearly cycles, however the most significant funding requirement lies with the funding of the Australian
Olympic Team.
Our challenge therefore is to quickly launch our fundraising campaign in the coming weeks on the back of the
atmosphere of our hosting of the XXI Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast, and vigorously pursue our $1,000,000
target which will support our WA athletes and officials as members of the Australian Olympic Team bound for Tokyo in
2020.
However, we do have a broader charter of initiatives as your Australian Olympic Committee representative body in
Western Australia, and this was very much reinforced as I articulated at the AGM last year, when we met as a Joint
Executive to develop our strategic plan in late 2016.
In 2017 we in fact reached 70 years as a State Olympic representative body and we are the longest continuously
operating State entity outside of the foundation Australian Olympic Committee founded in NSW.

EDUCATION INITIATIVE
We continue to introduce ourselves to as many schools and school children as we can afford within our budget and we
continue to help local WA athletes and officials by promoting the ideals of the Olympic movement through the AOC
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Olympic Education Program and delivery of the Pierre de Coubertin Awards, reaching out to the youth of WA.
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Through these initiatives and the WA Government funded Champions 2 Country Tour, we promote the Olympic sport
traditions and values which enrich life values and life skills.
Our WA Olympians also meet with the community in other forums and are always acknowledged for the positive impact
their participation in sport has on life. particularly in the eyes of school age children.

STAFFING AND RESOURCES
The office. whilst conservative in its manning. has increased in its effectiveness. not only due to its proximity to athletes
amongst the environment of the WA Institute of Sport, but also because of the demeanor and capability of our Executive
Director Lisa Lilleyman. It is only because of the caliber of individuals such as Lisa and our TAC Chair Graham Moss that
we can successfully pursue our objectives.
Notwithstanding. we must continue to enlist the resources of our WATAC membership and as such we continue to
pursue business houses and initiate events and activities that can successfully support the achievement of our fundraising
target.
As Executive Director in the joint office, Lisa provides administrative leadership and support on a 0.8 FTE contract.
Despite the limitations of this arrangement. it has enabled the continued rationalisation of employment costs and enabled
a focus on support for the WATAC and the fundraising element of our respective organisations.
In addition the AOC review of staffing and support from AOC staff with the implementation of AOC procedures. has
enabled increased office efficiency and further increased the strength of the relationship between AOC staff and our
office, and I now believe we have significant support for our fundraising activities and our WA Team Appeal Committee
to deliver what I believe remains an imposing, yet achievable target for 2020.

OP�ATIONS
Finan�I
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Financially the WAOC achieved a modest surplus in 2017 largely as a result of securing operational funding whilst we
were in discussions with the Department of Sport and Recreation as to our 'category' funding. This was essential to
maintain the operation of the office.
As we were subsequently retrospectively funded our operating costs. we have been able to carry forward those funds
into the 2018 operating year.
AOC funding we expect will continue to be capped at 28% of target fundraising income, and along with our funding
agreement with the new WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, I would hope we have
some capacity to support Lisa in the office with some contract administrative support to conduct our fundraising and
program activities.
Due to sponsorship restraints, these funding sources however remain the only income source to sustain our office.
Join Office
The joint office arrangements in operation since 2006, continue to optimise the delivery of our services to the sporting
community. as we operate and provide significant benefits to both national organisations. including the joint office
facilities at WAIS located in WA's major sporting precinct. the joint staffing arrangement and access to athletes and
professional sports management personnel and office equipment.
We are also indebted to Richard Elkington and 'e-fire and safety' who provide storage for our archives and memorabilia.
Membersh p
The WAOC Executive remains keen to further engage with member sports and have them more directly involved in
achieving our fundraising target as the funding raised directly benefits their athletes participation in the Olympic arena.
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I remain reassured that our sports associations recognise and acknowledge not only the local presence of the Olympic
movement in WA, but the support, recognition, promotion and fundraising that we deliver directly for their athletes as
they purse their Olympic aspirations.
For our part, if member sporting associations are able to assist by fundraising towards our WA Team Appeal, we would
only be too willingly to promote and acknowledge your contribution.
Australian Olympic Commi :tee
As President of the WAOC, along with Lisa as Executive Director, I attended the AOC AGM.
As many of you would be aware, in the lead up to the 2017 AGM, there were numerous comments with regard to the
management and governance of the AOC which led to a challenge for the Presidency. John Coates was re-elected and
I'm pleased to say that an independent review facilitated by recently appointed CEO Matt Carroll AM. found no
impropriety in regard to management processes, but did identify opportunities for organisational improvement which are
in the process of being implemented.
Liane Tooth as President of the WA Olympians Cub of Australia also attended the Olympians Club AGM and has in this
annual report, advised of initiatives and activities happening at national level to the WA chapter.
West�n Australian Institute of Sport (WAIS)
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We have an excellent relationship with WAIS and continue to work cooperatively and closely with them in maintaining
the currency and accuracy of our respective athlete databases as their program athletes aspire to become 'Olympians'.
Through our presence in the WAIS facility, we have the opportunity to maintain and engage athletes who have already
achieved Olympian status, and regularly enlist their support to assist with our activities.
Relationship management is a key and essential ingredient in achieving our program aims and objectives.
Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultuhtf..-logustnes
Our funding agreement with the WA Department of Local Government. Sport and Cultural Industries (DLG5C),
articulates areas of common interest and activity where the joint office of the WAOC/CGAWA is best placed to deliver
on outcomes.
We thank new Director General Duncan Ord for the transitioning of our funding agreement between State governments
during a period of departmental restructure and would also like to acknowledge the long service and support from Ron
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Alexander as his predecessor.

KEY RESULT AREAS
Governance

We continue to progress best practice organisational governance and management practices.
I am pleased to advise we now have full Board membership and I wish to thank the new members of the Joint Executive
who have offered their services and been nominated by their respective member organisations.
We maintain appropriate financial reporting, and an ongoing advocacy role for the Olympic movement in WA and
representation on relevant industry bodies.
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Olympic Games History, Hentc1ge and ProJ{lotio

Maintenance of historical information and records of the WAOC in respect of Western Australian athletes and officials
participation at the Olympic Games is a priority and we work with the AOC and the Western Australian Institute of Sport
to maintain the currency and accuracy of athlete participation and their progress in pursuing selection to coming Olympic
Games.
We also maintain an accurate database of the WA alumni of the Olympians Club of WA.
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I am also proud to say we have secured the recognition of 2 Olympic and 1 Paralympic Western Australian athletes at
the new Optus Stadium through the presence of athlete panels along the stadium internal walkways. We also look
forward to a presence in the 'Sport' wing of the new WA Museum.

Recognition a d Promotion
The WAOC has a solid relationship with the Olympians Club of WA and I am pleased to see the increased energy amongst
the executive of the WA Olympians Club so capably led by Olympian Liane Tooth and I thank her for her ongoing support.
Olympians Club members and aspiring Olympians continue to support our initiatives and we work to increase their
presence and exposure to WAOC activities. regional and community events. and provide administrative support.
In 2017 we were pleased to have current Olympians. Paralympians and aspiring Olympians take part in local promotions
and regional tour initiatives such as the Champions 2 Country Tour financially supported by DLGSC funding agreement.
Our athletes continue to be recognised as role models in encouraging and motivating participation in sporting endeavors
and reinforcing positive health messages to country and metropolitan Western Australia.

Athlete Serv�es and Development
Our athlete career and sport mentoring program is an initiative of the WA Team Appeal Committee initiated in 2008
and we continue to facilitate relationships between our business leaders on an as needed basis.
It is appropriate to acknowledge that the AOC has now adopted its own athlete mentoring program to assist athletes
during their careers and also to 'retire' from their own sporting careers and assimilate into post athlete career professions.

WA T�PEAL COMMITTEE AND FUNDRAISING
As discussed earlier. the WA Team Appeal Committee (TAC) has been capably led by Chairman Graham Moss and he has
been instrumental in reenergizing the Committee since the departure of former Chair Hon, Richard Court AC who
resigned following his appointment as Australia's Ambassador to Japan.
Our relationship with Richard will no doubt provide an insight into the potential synergies with the Japanese business
community as we fundraise towards Tokyo 2020.
I look forward to the ongoing enthusiasm and support of the new members within the Committee as fundraising gains
momentum and we rapidly progress towards our Olympic Team Farewell Dinner in 2020.
The funds raised by the TAC will not only contribute towards the WAOC target but towards the $8 million target of the
State Olympic Councils (SOC) for and on behalf of the AOC Team Appeal.
Traditionally the WA Government has launched our team appeal with a 1/3 of target contribution on behalf of the
general public of WA, and we look forward to collaborating on the launch function in the near future.
Sponsorship, licensing and marketing programs are however vested in the AOC and any addition to that State
Government contribution is restricted to monies raised through the conduct of high profile signature fundraising events,
auctions. raffles and sale of memorabilia.
I extend my sincere thanks to all the volunteer businessmen and women who make up the membership of the TAC and
look forward to their continued support.
I also wish to acknowledge the ongoing support of the Carbine Club as committed advocates for the WAOC with their
annual fund raiser to support the Olympic movement and athletes in Western Australia.
I also acknowledge and look forward to having the ongoing support of Minister Mick Murray and thank the previous
Minister, Mia Davies, for her support and the commitment of Government over their two terms in Government.

CONCLUSION
In 2018, I look forward to further engaging with our membership at our 'business after hours' functions, and also the
delivery of our renewed TAC events program.
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Olympic Team Appeal Committee Members
WA Primary Health Alliance

Graham Moss

Chairman

John Driscoll

Seven West Media

Lloyd Meredith

Independent Consultant

Ron Eacott

Expo Group

Sunil Narula

Chemist Warehouse

Paul-Eteen-Bliss

Community Newspaper Group

Chris O'Brien

Liquor Barons

David Fardon

Linneys

Craig Robson

EY

Simon Martin

Peter Harris

Independent Consultant

Karen Teong

Perth Convention Exhibition Centre

Kirstin Mardardy

Seven West Media

Andrew Vlahov

Sunrise Energy

Their passion and commitment to F undraising for the benefit of our Australian Olympic Team is appreciated by the
Council and the athletes alike.
One of the key components to the success of our fundraising activities is the support from our Olympic Alumni and
aspiring Olympians who embrace the opportunity to be a part of the Olympic Team Appeal activities and we thank them
for their support.
The Olympians Club of WA provide valuable support to all our fundraising activities and I would like to thank Liane Tooth
OAM OLY, OCWA President. for her help throughout the year.
Australian Olympic Committee support is very much appreciated and we look forward to the launch of Tokyo Fundraising
Campaign in 2018 and the continued support of the AOC and President. Mr John Coates AC in delivering our fundraising
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activities. the structure of our Fundraising Program will continue to be reviewed. promoted and encouraged to ensure
the 2020 quad is a successful one .
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The Western Australian Olympic Council (WAOC) and the Commonwealth Games Australia Western Australian division
(CGAWA) operate under a joint office agreement enabling the conduct of a professional and successful operation in
2017. The Joint Office agreement allows for operational efficiencies to be achieved across both organisations and a
seamless transition between Olympic and Commonwealth activities.
WAOC Executive Framework
In 2017, four meetings of the WAOC Executive were held. The WAOC audit is funded and managed by the AOC with
the services of accounting company EY. The financial statements are prepared by the AOC and reviewed and endorsed
by the WAOC. A detailed analysis of the statements can be found on page 2 6.
Membership

, ____

The WAOC represents a total of 29 Constituent State Sporting Association (SSA) members and 4 Recognised SSA
members.

Members were engaged through invitations to CGAWA/WAOC functions and provided with regular

communications via emails and newsletters. We look forward to consolidating the important relationship with the SSA's
towards Tokyo 2020 and promoting Olympism through Olympic sports.
Funding

/

The AOC are the key funding partner of the WAOC through employment of the Executive Director. The AOC also
provide strategic guidance and administration assistance ensuring adherence to AOC policies and guidelines and
conducting our activities with transparency and integrity.
Financial support for joint office is also granted by the WA Government through the Department of Sport. The State
Government funding enables the office to build capacity in the community and provides the State Government with a
value-added return on its investment in e lite sport in WA. The joint office positions itself as a valid, effective and
necessary component of WA's

very successful State

Sporting system with our strategic focus clearly aligned with our

stakeholders and partner organisations.
It is imperative the joint office is appropriately resourced wilih adequate time, equipment, and funding to not only
continue to support Olympians, athletes and alumni, but to develop the beneficial partnership opportunities and
programs that utilise the high profile of the Olympic and Commonwealth movements to positively influence the health
and well-being, inspiring Western Australians through our programs and promotion of Olympic and Commonwealth
Values.
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We acknowledge the State Government financial support and in particular Graham Brimage and Cameron Agnew from
the Department of Sport for their support during 2017.
Membership affiliation fees also contribute to the WAOC income.
Australian Olympic Committee 'funding

The AOC is a key funding partner of the WAOC operations and we thank them for this support. In addition to
providing a host of services including finance, payroll and audit, direct AOC funding of $294,000 will be provided to the
WAOC for the 2020 quadrennium. This funding is split across the four years and is provided in recognition of our
fund raising responsibilities. our provision of administrative services for the Olympians Club of WA. and in general. our
representation of the Olympic Movement in WA. We thank the AOC for their support.
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